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Grounding – It is so important to be grounded and present in the moment, not
sending our energies into the past or future events, being mindful if you will.  

By being grounded in the present moment we stabilise our energies and are more
able to protect where we send our energies.  

A simple grounding exercise is to stand (or sit) with both feet firmly on the floor and
then gently ask the earth to ground you and imagine little roots gently spreading
from your feet out into the ground.  
- You can send them down to the centre of the earth if you like and wrap around the
ball at the centre. Or deep across the county and beyond. You don’t need to send
them miles down or across, just a gentle spread on Mother Earth will be fine. Ask
Mother Earth - Gaia to hold you firmly on the earth, in this space and moment. 

Additional Tools: 
- If you feel yourself to be lightheaded or in need of additional grounding then
stamping your feet can re-earth you (chocolate also work 

- Try clicking your fingers around your body after meditating 
- Drink plenty of water.  
- Before opening your eyes you can  say I am fully grounded in my body and on
Mother Earth.  
- Ground more in the meditation itself. By sending roots down into the earth, through
the earth, rocks, crust and to the heavy matter at the centre of the universe and
imagine your roots wrap around the heavy matter. 
- Crystals – There are a lot of crystals you can use to ground yourself, traditionally
anything dark will work as it is closets to the earth star chakra. My favourite
protection crystals are amethyst (also fab for the crown chakra and clearing negative
energies), Hematite is very grounding and protecting too. Smokey quartz is also a
great grounding and protective stone (as well as stress-busting too!), its great for
grounding as it works with your earth chakra beneath your feet. Black tourmaline
has the ability to absorb negativitity and create a positive clear energy around you.
To use them I would program for protection and then either keep in pocket, wear as
jewellery, meditate with them by your feet, place by bed or desk, hold before
entering “the zone” where you feel protection might be needed! 
Perhaps using a dark crystal by your feet (hematite)m) 
- Eating vegetables that are grown in the ground (root vegetables such as potatoes,
carrots, sweet pots etc) 
  


